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America’s Growing Epidemic 

 
 
Since the 1970s, the U.S.obesity rate has doubled, according to research cited by David Zinczenko and Matt 
Goulding in their new book, Eat This, Not That! They reveal that fully two-thirds of our population is now 
overweight and diabetes alone accounts for one out of every $5 that Americans spend on health care. 
 
In their book, Zinczenko and Goulding note that 35% of our weekly caloric intake is consumed outside the 
home in restaurants. And herein lies the problem: Restaurants sell what the public demands and today’s 
patron expects “supersized” meals loaded with calories. The authors highlight the following examples of 
problematic dishes, while reminding us that the recommended daily intake for an adult male is 2,200 
calories: 
 

• The Aussie cheese fries with ranch dressing at Outback contains 2,900 calories and 182 grams of 
fat. And this selection is listed not as a meal but rather as a “starter.” 

• Starbuck’s venti strawberries and crème frappucino contains 750 calories and as much sugar as 
three cans of soda. 

• At Macaroni Grill, an order of kid’s macaroni and cheese weighs in at 1,200 calories with 3,450 
milligrams of sodium and as much fat as 40 strips of bacon. And yes, this appears on the kid’s 
menu. On the adult menu, the grilled teriyaki salmon, which sounds healthy, actually contains three 
times the daily allowance of sodium. 

• Yet the much maligned McDonald’s Egg McMuffin® actually rates as a healthy selection with only 
300 calories! 

Source: Eat This Not That!, Rodale Press, 309 pps. 
 
According to a 2006 study published in the American Journal of Public Health, consuming just an 
additional 600 calories one day per week above the recommended daily threshold can add as much as 9 
additional pounds to your weight per year. 
 
But here’s the good news! As an EAP member, you have access to a wealth of discount pricing and 
promotional offers from some of the nation’s best known health, fitness and nutrition providers including 
Bally’s Total Fitness®, Jenny Craig®, Apex Nutrition®, Workouts for You® and SmokEnders®. To learn 
more about these, simply click on Lifestyle Benefits at your EAP Information Resources Website or contact 
your EAP via the toll-free 800 telephone number. 
 
Also remember that there can be many reasons why an individual might experience significant weight gains 
beyond simply losing sight of one’s caloric intake. These can include depression, maladaptive reactions to 
stress, low self-esteem or even relationship problems. A confidential discussion with an EAP counselor may 
provide insights into these additional causes and help you begin to address your situation in an enlightened, 
purposeful manner. 
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